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Abstract  

 
An interplay of lacking methodological and research integrity, joined by inadequate research 
training and Management skills might be at the heart of disappointing research achieve-
ments in The Netherlands. Against the backdrop of this disheartening situation two frame-
works are compared to one another – The Scientific spirit and the Dutch reviewed ethical 
code Adviesrapport Commissie Verkenning Herziening Gedragscode Wetenschapsbeoefe-
ning (2016). The latter is bound to education and research, while the former extends beyond 
education and research, and is meant to be a way of life, involving both the application of 
methodology and ethics. Meanwhile the Dutch reviewed ethical code shows a great deal of 
overlap with The Scientific spirit – its predecessor so to say. 
To solve the research crises which is affecting society negatively I propose that the entire 
Dutch educational system is overhauled, toward an all-encompassing research attitude 
which satisfies The Scientific spirit considering the nature of different research traditions 
that are not considered in The Scientific spirit. 
 

Preface 

I’m indebted to John Sno and Patricia Diana (Patty) Gomes for their correction due to my 

unconfortable command of English. John and Patricia were quick to answer my call to help 

with the redaction. They also raised critical questions, concerning my writing, statements 

and were a worthwhile sounding board for me, the ones that many would like to hire in this 

regard.  

 
Motivation 
 

Why this essay? First, I had committed myself to get back to The Scientific spirit (See Intro-

duction), which promiss I fulfill herewith. Second, I am a self employer searching for oppor-

tunities. In this regard I publisch articles that are brought to the attention of the public, pro-

moting my services. Apart from that I’m an activist engaging with society, concerning our 

common social problems. As such I hope to contribute to the quality of our society by ringing 

a warning bell regarding the quality of our research educational centres and the 

consequences thereof. 

 
Methodology (Steps taken in the process) 

 
“We believe you should be taking every opportunity to discuss your research. In discussing 

your work with others, whether face-to-face by Facebook or by email, you will be sharing 

your ideas, getting feedback and obtaninging new ideas and apporaches. This process will 

help you to refine and clarify your topic” (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 92). This quote is done in 
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the literature search phase, but should be drawn into the entire research process I maintain. 

Research therefore is not an individual-oriented but a highly group-based exercise.  

I make myself accountable now to the reader concerning the steps taken in this piece of 
work. Academic efforts should be maximally subjected to criticism as the science of Metho-
dology teaches. I repeat, although I can’t make any claim to be gifted by The Scientific spirit, 
it is worthwhile to strive for the properties related to it. 
I first brought a preparatory-essay to the attention of PhD’ers, and actors of the civil society 
whom I deem capable and willing to comment on my essay. This was done across ethnicity 
lines, and across research fields.  
As their names were prominently called the essay was at the same time directed to the 
AMC, KPN, Motivity, the City Counsel of Amsterdam, the ombudsman, and the Royal Nether-
lands Academy of Arts and Sciences Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen 

(Commissie Verkenning Herziening Gedragscode Wetenschapsbeoefening) for a reaction. All 
addressees were given 2 weeks to respond. The responses might be of all kind – accessability 
to the readers, criticism, other technical matters, to name some issues by name. 
To the responders pertain Mr. Gerard Keijer, Misses Marjolein van der Drift both from the 
City Counsel of Amsterdam and professor Keimpe Agra, the author of the Dutch reviewed 
ethical code. Their reactions can be read in 3.2.2.    
Searching through the internet I learned that dr. Heinze Oost has been dead for 9 years. So I 
couldn’t contact him for an update on the findings in his dissertation De kwaliteit van de 
probleemstellingen in dissertaties which I refer to in my essay. May he rest in peace. 
The draft was at a next stage posted on Facebook, LinkedIn, Academia.edu, and by e-mail, 
with reference to my Consultancy website1 in order to get competing views and criticism 
from the public. Ultimately I closed the consulting session. 
Why this procedure? I don’t enjoy the privilege and resources of universities with their 
staffs, alliances and tentacles worldwide in order to have their texts validated. So I adopt 
alternative routes to have my work as much as possible challenged and redacted by 
networkers of all kinds. On the other hand backroom politics as the academic culture 
dictates is not in the interest of The Scientific spirit. By the way research is besides science 
also an art (Somekh & Lewin, 2011, p. xxii) and (…) actually more a craft (and sometimes, an 
art) (Miles, Huberman & Saldaña, 2014, p. 7).  
It’s up to the (academic) community to judge whether I have been successful or not in doing 
my utmost to get my message through by rather satisfying The Scientific spirit than to ad-
here to an academic culture that produce unscientific procedures and actions  in many ways.  
The essay is shaped by Saunders et al. (2016) referring at the same time to the guidelines2 of 
the American Psychological Association (APA)3. The former is adopted here due to its recen-
sy, its significance for methodology in general and extraordinary broad engagement of 
business areas as well as its broad support among academics of especially Great Brittain; the 
latter due to its striking exposure in academic exercises. 

                                                           
1 http:// http://www.sranankwasi.com/nl/ksc-blogpagina/ 
2 http://www.ecu.edu/cs-dhs/laupuslibrary/upload/apa_style_guide_6th_ed_oct09.pdf 
3 http://wiki.ubc.ca/images/6/6f/Apastyle.pdf 

http://www.dwc.knaw.nl/literatuur/boeken-over-de-geschiedenis-van-de-knaw/
http://wiki.ubc/
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It’s fair to say that I was dependent to a great deal on Google Translate4, The 
FreeDictionary5, Bab.la dictionary6 and Reverso Context7 available on the internet. I’m also 
appreciative to Cable News Network (CNN)8 and Fox News Channel9 listening to and reading 
English their various actors produce during the day. 
 
Finally,  don’t see this exercise as the last text, but as  an intermediate one in a range of 
more revised versions to come.

                                                           
4 https://www.google.nl/?gws_rd=ssl#q=vertalen+engels+nederlands&* 
5 http://www.thefreedictionary.com/ 
6 http://nl.bab.la/woordenboek/engels-nederlands/ 
7 http://context.reverso.net/vertaling/ 
8 http://edition.cnn.com/ 
9 http://www.foxnews.com/ 



INTRODUCTION 
 
In ‘Coding and decoding in Sranan’, the title of an essay devoted to the Van Der Hilst spelling 
(Koorndijk, 2016)10 I promised  to revisit the concept of ‘The Scientific spirit’, reviewing it al-
together in the framework of an adequate methodology to do research in general and parti-
cularly to research Sranan. As I explained earlier, I came across this concept while reading 
Cervo & Bervian (1983). Prior to the concept contemplated I will raise an issue that may be 
an entry in the run up to the discussion of The Scientific spirit involving the understanding of 
‘recensie’ review. Why the preference of, review, and not another subject will become clear 
in chapter 1. Finally, an adequate methodology, concerning the research of Sranan will be 
addressed in a next contribution.  
In the following I’ll give an overview of The Scientific spirit, its occurrence over time, clari-
fying the term, while contrasting it with the Dutch revised code (2016). As it becomes clear 
Dutch students don’t face up to the research achievements of their peers abroad. At the 
heart of this is the educational system that doesn’t produce the necessary incentives to be 
competitive.  
Highlighting the research question, referring to Oost (1999), masks a whole bunch of lacking 
research skills, that produce crippled academic achievements in this regard. This leads to a 
vicious cirkle of the reproduction of all kind of ill prepared actors – lecturers, supervisors, 
professors, operators with lacking knowledge of research integrity, management, organiza-
tional, educational, and methodological skills that ultimately are responsible for the poor 
academic products. As a consequence Dutch educational research centres miss the addi-
tional competitiveness power internationally.  
The main enemy though, may be the absence of awareness that research educational cen-
tres produce obsolete knowledge in return for the many sacrifices their society make on 
their behalf. Apart from the low quality of the programs they are also inefficient i.e. the 
longer the processes the more resources in all kinds than necessary toward the institutional 
targets – to be found in the different strategic plans and operational notes.  
As the important gate keepers for our knowledge based society educational centres produce 
ultimately the kind of people we have in the driving seats of the country with the skills and 
attitudes they were once equipped with. I propose therefore that the educational system be 
reviewed toward identifying and solving problems the country faces against the backdrop of 
being and becoming more competitive. 
My essay is made up of 3 chapters. In the first chapter I deal with a debate that started in 
Suriname and continued in Holland: a battle of direction within belief system, called Wenti. 
A review I had made previously started a bitter argument in the press of what should be the 
right way to approach Wenti.  
Next, I address a character, The Scientific spirit, making a short foray to history, giving in the 
follow up the features of it. Then I discuss the Dutch revised code, while explaining, revie-
wing and comparing it with The Scientific spirit. The debate leads to a dissertation and some 
experiences where upon I make the case that rather a deficiency in knowledge and skills of: 
(lecture room) management, methodology, as well as regarding research integrity are the 
core problems of inferior academic achievements than the shortcomings dealing with the 
research question. Methodology in this essay should not be understood as specific and tight 
to individual research (sub) fields but as the science that transcends them. 
 

                                                           
10 http://www.sranankwasi.com/nl/coding-and-decoding-in-sranan/ 



 

1. RECENSIE THE REVIEW 
 
A tactic to effectively clarify something to your audience I was taught, is to illustrate the 
opposite of that ‘thing’. In a radio program11 I tried to apply this tactic elaborating on the 
concept of ‘the review’. Leading up to the transmission Julien Zaalman blasted Ramon Mac-
Nack, both traditional doctors in Suriname practising Wenti. Therefore they deserve to be 
addressed as ‘basi’ (doctor).  
The reason of this critical exposure was the publication of Kresekre Sumani, a religious book 
wherein basi Ramon gave a spirit-in-environment perspective elaborating on The Supreme 
Being, the connection with Creation and the rivalry among the spirits.  
As the scathing criticism which was made in a high profile newspaper of Suriname (De Ware 
Tijd, July 24, 2016)12 was aimed directly at basi Ramon Mac-Nack, he and like-minded follo-
wers of his organization Kunjhe Akata felt very upset and offended as basi Ramon is well 
respected among many adepts of Wenti in Suriname and abroad. The board of Kunjhe Akata 
in Holland, an affiliate which has the same name as its Surinamese partner, urged me to 
come to its defense since the shellacking preceded a review of Kresekre Sumani by me.  
Adding to the context of the debate is that Julien Zaalman, also in high esteem, enjoys many 
followers both in Suriname and abroad (i.e. Holland). The controversy had continued in the 
Netherlands and crystallized in radio programmes. So what should’ve been a sound discus-
sion exploded, involving me in a divisive conflict I had not sollicited for. Bluntly put, the book 
of basi Mac-Nack was framed in the light of Christianity, a kind of Wenti light, according to 
basi Julien Zaalman.  
I did the review initially because I saw business opportunities for Kwasi’s Sranan Consul-
tancy which I oversee. Besides that e-mail and facebook networkers, as well as interested 
parties on Salto Caribbean FM radio programmes could easily identify with my review on 
Kresekre Sumani, although they didn’t touch on the merits of it. On some occasions callers 
to the relevant radio programs confused the ordinary (short) opinion with the academic 
approach to the review. In other words the term review was confused with the concept of 
‘criticle review’ (See next 1.1.1.  for a more substantive discussion). 
Finally, the announcement of my radio program was first made by the state broadcaster 
Stichting Radio Omroep Suriname and echoed in Holland by radio Mart with large listening 
figures. Anyway the radio program was facilitated by Radio Hulde and presented by Kwasi’s 
Sranan Consultancy.   
 
1.1. The Kwasi’s Sranan Consultancy radio program  
 
In the program I primarily touched upon the concept of ‘recensie’ by referring to Wooding 
(1973). Why his and not another exposition? In the first place his work was cited in my re-
view on Kresekre Sumani and as a consequence fitted the subject of the air time. Except that 
it is a dissertation, a report that is reflective of professional research procedures corrobora-
ted by a Dutch university. To the understanding of the reader, Wooding researched Wenti in 
the Para district of Suriname. In his definition of Wenti we find a mixed African-Amerindian 
heritage excluded from Christianity.   
 
 

                                                           
11 It was a live radio program of november 30, 2016 via Salto Amsterdam 
12 http://werkgroepcaraibischeletteren.nl/commentaar-bij-kresekre-sumani-van-ramon-mac-nack/ 
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1.1.1. Building the framework of analysis and assessment 
 
First, I subjected his dissertation to criticism in an effort to make good on my promise to give 
a negative example of reviewing. Among the critical questions I raised the following: Where 
is the index of topics and that of quoted sources? These are lacking in his dissertation. 
Second, it is well known that African Americans from rural areas don’t have a name for the 
way they live. “So did the respondents told Wooding that they have a system, called Winti?” 
I asked.   
Then I showed the audience on the basis of some previously collected internet hits what was 
said about, recensie, allowing the listeners to agree or disagree observing the framework I 
had laid out.  
Thus based upon various sources, e.g. a webdefinition, a ‘recensie’ is a critical discussion of 
cultural products like movies, videoplays, musicals, live stage productions and books in 
particular.  
Next I referred to the components of a recensie, summarizing it based on Wikipedia13:  

 “De analyse (een bespreking van de inhoud van het boek, de film enz.) 
 De interpretatie (betekenisgeving aan het werk op zich en in ruimer verband) 
 De evaluatie (positieve en negatieve kritiek)”   

 
A review therefore contains a value judgment of the cultural product (preferably supported 
by arguments). In addition, it can be discussed in a broader context (e.g. the work of a 
writer). 
 

I went on to say that Wikipedia articles generally don’t enjoy the appreciation in the acade-
mic world. Even in the Bsc- and Msc-thesis Wikipedia articles may be prohibited by the 
guidelines of the distinct educational institutions. Instead the student should resort to the 
references listed at the bottom of the articles of that kind – reference books and libraries 
included. I reasoned that the bar for the previously mentioned is obviously lower than the 
latter mentioned so that a Bsc-student may be required to refer directly to the references in 
the Wikipedia article, while the Msc-student may be required to refer to the second referred 
(referral sources) on the basis of the sources directly seen at the bottom. But the profession-
nal researcher may be recommended to allude to twenty or more sources aback. Moreover 
the professional researcher is expected to take the highroad – literature.  
So I stepped into the role of the professional researcher citing from my collection the duo 
writers Marina de Andrade Marconi-Eva Maria Lakatos, regarding the subject resenha crítica 
(Marconi & Lakatos, 2007, pp. 233-234). Comparing their exercise with the Wikipedia article 
I obtained a very thorough and highly sophisticated picture of the review, involving the re-
viewer and the reviewed work in relation to the audience.  
Thus the picture provides the requirements of the review itself (balanced approach), the re-
viewer (his capacity, imagination) and the reviewed work – its substance, style, language 
use, didactical contribution in relation to the audience, as well as the added value to the 
branch, field14 and society. Finally the reviewer should clarify how he is related philosophi-
cally, among other things, to the reviewed product.  
                                                           
13 https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recensie 
14 Anthropology, Sociology and Education are for example fields (Green & Bloom, 1997,  p. 8) while branches   

  are subfields i.e. within a field. Thus  psychological, social, cultural, linguistic, visual anthropology are bran- 

  ches or disciplines (Harrington, 1982, p. 184). Although a discipline doesn’t coincide necessarily with a branch  

  (Green & Bloom, idem, p. 3, 23). For pragmatic purposes a discipline might be solution-oriented, integrating  
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In short, this is why literature matters most to the professional researcher though there is 
some overlapping to be made with the Wikipedia exercise either explicitly or implicitly.  
What I did in fact was to outline a construction of mind that could serve as a framework of 
analysis and assessment. The public could judge my review based upon the context I out-
lined. Therefore my review should take into account the transformational aspects. The 
words ‘transformation anthropology’ and ‘innovative courses’ (previously mentioned) allude 
to that.  
As a consequence the reader could see a shake up of the debate regarding Sranan as the 
language of Surinamese of African descent15, a creole that in Creole literature depends on 
European references to exist (Charry, Koefoed & Muysken, 1983, pp. 13-14; Den Besten, 

Muysken, Smith, 1994, pp.  87-98; Satterfield, 2005, p. 2085). This doesn’t mean that Sranan 
as we know it today should disappear. On the contrary, Sranan boasts unique language 
rights to become the official language of Suriname based on history. 
The book of basi Ramon Mac-Nack (Kresekre Sumani) on the other hand could be linked to 
the philosophy of Kwasi’s Sranan consultancy to break with the status quo of borrowing 
words to a great extent from European languages – Spanish, Portuguese, English and Dutch 
among others. Instead there is now a competitive frame, called Nenretongo16 in literature 
(Kramp, 1983, pp. 12-13; Koefoed & Tarenskeen, 1990, pp. 78-80) or Openti17 (Mack-Nack, 
2016, p. 30) in the words of basi Mac-Nack, weaving the debate into the decade of people of 
African Descent (See the word reparatie-ideologie in my review of Kresekre Sumani). So I 
argued that ‘dansi’ could be derived from ‘gidyanba’ instead of dansen/dance while ‘tori’ 
could be acquired from ‘madyawsu’ instead of story verhaal.  
That’s why the claim could be made conforming the Wikipedia article that my review is 
discussed in a broader context, allowing imagination to create new realities, while discussed 
factually and critically. 
Now that the concept of review was explained to the audience the next hurdle was to make 
clear to the reader that I concluded that the controversity raised with Kresekre Sumani was 
of epestimological concern, i.e. how both men knew Wenti. In the following I’ll explain this.    
 
1.1.2. The battle of direction 
 
After I had cleared up the air concerning the concept of, recensie, I went on to detail to the 
audience how to understand the conversity between basi Mac-Nack and Julien Zaalman.  
I began to say that I was not a friend of the church because of its negative role in slavery. So I 
tended to support basi Julien Zaalman. I argued, however, that academics of all kind refer to 
the Hebrew Indentity of enslaved people18. The web-articles, video’s and literature referred 
to (for example Ben Israël (2004); Windsor (1988); Van der Kooije (2015)19 are impressive. 
Even the Ashanti20, one of the West-African tribes to whom for example the African 
Surinamese are indebted, make reference to their original tribe – Judah. So Ghana was not 

                                                           
  different methods and techniques from varying subfields. In this sense textbooks regarding Research Methods  

  are disciplines. 
15 Many believe that, while not asking how a language of not more than plus minus 370 years can be the   

    language of human beings with a great many more years of existence as a race. 
16 Spelled Ningretongo in Kramp (idem) 
17 Spelled Opinti in Mac-Nack (idem) 
18 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=biPDp8pGqGg 
19 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T8B2hKBrGzk 
20 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wnSFzta1z2c 
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their original residence (Kwadwo, 1994, p. 1). Therefore I was forced into the camp of basi 
Ramon Mac-Nack who related Wenti to the Bible – the Jedeo-Christian version.  
I stated that I could go along with basi Ramon Mac-Nack as long as his vision excluded the 
Paulistic version of Christianity21 because after all Jesus was a rabbi. He didn’t teach in chur-
ches but in synagogues. He defended the Mosaic Law and the prophets including Wenti and 
Voodoo in its ranks. This could be backed up for example by the snake cult. See ‘Aaron’s 
Staff Becomes a Snake’ (Exodus 7:8-12)22; compare also the bronze snake (Numbers 21: 9)23. 
John Sno one of the redactors of my essay reacts to the snake as being disagreeable to God. 
John points to the negativity wherewith the snake is associated throughout the Bible – The 
cursed snake of Genesis (3:14),  the poisenous biting snakes of Numbers (21:6). In 2 Kings  
(18:4) the bronze snake Moses had made was even smashed and its rituals banned by Heze-
kiah King of Judah. John also adds to the debate Isaiah (27) and Isaiah (27:1) where the 
serpent respectively shall be beaten and punished, ultimately slain. Finally, John highlights 
Galatians (3:13): “Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of the law, being made a curse for 
us: for it is written, Cursed is every one that hangeth on a tree”. So John attacks any glorifi-
cation of the snake and rejects the Law. In a next essay I’ll revisit the criticism John makes 
reflecting crically on it. 
Anyhow the Mosaic Law was passed on from generation to generation. Even Jesus (being 
alive) was committed to the fulfillment of the Law in its entirety. And in the book of John we 
see that Jesus witnessed the existence of the snake cult which he didn’t reject. Instead he 
demanded the same respect the snake god had enjoyed by His ancestors: “Just as Moses 
lifted up the snake in the wilderness, so the Son of Man must be lifted up” (John 3:14). 
Thus there’s a Jesus that is claimed by church through Paul while there’s a Jesus that didn’t 
know Christianity at all in His live time, and defended explicitly and implicitly Wenti and 
Voodoo. I’m afraid that it doesn’t occur to neither the people in favor nor the ones against a 
Bible related version of Wenti that ‘the debate’ has only just started. 
 

• Building on the Law 
 
             The sacrifice rituals described in Leviticus is especially encountered in Voodoo-rituals (Levi-

ticus 8:23-24)24: “Moses slaughtered the ram and took some of its blood and put it on the lobe 
of Aaron’s right ear, on the thumb of his right hand and on the big toe of his right foot. Moses 

also brought Aaron’s sons forward and put some of the blood on the lobes of their right ears, 
on the thumbs of their right hands and on the big toes of their right feet. Then he splashed 
blood against the sides of the altar”.  
It was Paul who claimed he had met the Holy Spirit and therefore could nullify all of the Mo-
saic Law that was passed on to Moses through The Most High God (Acts 15:28-29)25. 
Gamache (2015): “It is known that Moses was born in Egypt … Students of religion … trace 
many of the religious practices of natives of the West Coast of Africa directly back to Egypt. 
For example the serpent worship of the Ashanti … At a later time, when the slave trade 

                                                           
21 When I visited Suriname in 2003 I was invited at least 4 times by basi Ramon Mac-Nack in the air time of his  
    Madyawsu program via the SRS to contribute as an old activist.  I then brought up to the debate the  
    confusion Paul, the famous apostle, brought into the world based upon Malachi Z. York’s: St. Paul, Disciple or  
    Deceiver?  
22 https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Exodus+7:8-12 
23 https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Numbers+21+%3A+9&version=NIV 
24 https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Lev.+8%3A23-24&version=NIV 
25 https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=act+15&version=NIV 
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flourished, … customs and religious beliefs came with the first slaves and gradually … the 
African religion grew up in the West Indies and in the southern part of the United States” (p. 
68). So Wenti pertains to the legacy of Moses. At the same time it’s widely known that 
Christianity, Islam, and Jewism respectively Hebrewism originated from Moses.    
I saw in the controveristy between basi Ramon Mac-Nack and Julien Zaalman a direction 
battle, a debate of schools of thought like in the case of economics (Keynes versus the 
classics), politics (Democrats versus Republicans in the United States), research (qualitative 
versus quantitative researchers), among others. Of course  there are under currents – the 
Bifo versus Amafu doctrine – as laid out in Kresekre Sumani (Mac-Nack, 2016, pp. 184-212), 
but the main currents are the Bible and the non-Bible connectors in the thinking and practi-
sing of Wenti. Therefore we find basi Ramon Mac-Nack (Bible connector) at the opposite of 
basi Julien Zaalman (non-Bible connector of Wenti followers). Thus those who link up with 
the Bible and those who don’t. 
 
1.2. From Radio Program review to a research attitude 
 
Since debating in a studio setting has its own limitations  – for instance a certain broadcas-
ting format and time frame restrictions – I will now take the opportunity to broaden my 
criticism in a variety of ways targeting all dissertations and institutions involving their re-
search processes, products and facilities alike. I feel comfortable doing so on  the basis of the 
hypothesis of Oost (3.2.3.)  
 

1.2.1. Opposing research demands 
 
When I once contradicted a PhD’er who wrongly labeled his dissertation as explanatory re-
search it was a very big deal as I managed to embarrass not only the writer but also his col-
leagues, tutors and not in the least the examination board that failed its critical role as ul-
timate gatekeeper and therefore in turn failed its department and as a consequence its u-
niversity. I confronted the writer with his main research question. As all professional re-
searchers should know the research question gives the direction to research and is compa-
rable with the current navigation device tomtom. But what would happen if there is a discre-
pancy between what the device does and what the vehicle does? Thus the device shows 
we’re going to Amsterdam, while the car is heading to Enschedé. I proved that the research 
question was of a descriptive nature while the research was tending to explain things (expla-
natory research). In fact I scored a technical knockout analogous to boxing terminology – 
with reference to Muhammad Ali who could stop an opponent by giving up or having the 
referee intervene26.   
 
 1.2.2. “Kwasi, please don’t do!” 
 
Some years ago a bachelor student did her final presentation at an institution which I’d like 
to keep secret, because of the sensitivity of the case. According to the procedures of the a-
cademy the tutor could choose someone who he/she deemed qualified to participate in the 
‘exit examination’ process of the candidate. As I was given credit for my background I be-
came the co-eximinator of – let’s call her - Alisha.  

                                                           
26 https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2016/jun/05/muhammad-ali-every-fight-professional-61- 
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After a series of back and forth the thesis passed my colleague (tutor), Martha, her co-rea-
der, an assessor, the internship coordinator, and the standing examination committee of the 
institution, that had the final say in authorizing the defense of the thesis about beach soccer.  
Two weeks  before the presentation I was sent a draft of the thesis in order to prepare for 
the examination. On the presentation day the family of the candidate-bachelor witnessed 
the encounter between Alisha and the temporary committee chaired by Martha. 
After a brief introduction Martha gave Alisha the floor. The authorithy and confidence 
radiated from the applicant. She was well prepared and gave an excellent breakdown of her 
thesis. Then Martha confronted Alisha with some challenging aspects of the business 
research she had executed on behalf of the company that hosted Alisha as trainee. Alisha 
managed to answer in a clever way. Next, Martha gave me the opportunity to react as 
member of the temporary committee.  
I came up against the Maslow pyramid that Alisha had portrayed as theory and the 
definitions derived directly from ordinary Dutch dictionaries. Further I confronted Alisha 
with the textbook prescribed by the institution, showing her what had been taught about 
the concept: theory, namely cause-effect relation. Therefore the hierarchy of needs 
presented by Maslow should be rejected as a model of theory. Now it seemed the 
atmosphere was changing. Martha felt uneasy as if she would say: “Kwasi, please not now!”. 
I saw on the face of Alisha gloom. She started mumbling. I went on to say as if I was set on 
autopilot that she confounded two samples in her thesis. “How can you prove that Kwasi?”, 
Martha asked. “Maybe you can demonstrate to Alisha why you’re saying that”, she 
continued. Neither Martha nor Alisha tended to believe me for the thesis had passed 
through many procedures. And as a matter of fact the examination board of the academy 
had given green light to defend the thesis. 
I brought the texbook out and confronted Alisha and my colleague with this serious mistake. 
Martha was upset and Alisha read once more from the textbook. I explained that the ‘quota 
sample’ is a version of stratified sampling, but is of a non-probabilistic nature. It is a kind of 
‘big for nothing’. You can’t determine its probability. It makes no sense to calculate the mini-
mum sample size and the adjusted mimimun sample size let alone to calculate the actual 
sample size. Dramatically enough Alisha changed the quota sample procedure for a 
probabilistic one, weaving the procedure of random sampling into the quota sample. Martha 
was broken and Alisha looked at me as if she would say: “please don’t do!”  
After a while Martha suspended the presentation and invited me outside in the hall to 
determine the grade of Alisha. Martha asked me what we should do. She felt that I would 
spoil things for Alisha and her family. I asked her what she would like to confer to the 
candidate. She said: 7. To break the tension I said that I would go along with her. And so we 
got back to the auditorium where the grade was announced to the relief of all actors 
involved.   
What I did could be likened with a knockout, the ones that boxing greats like Rocky Mar-
ciano27, Sonny Liston28, George Foreman29 and Mike Tyson30 perfectly could deliver.  
In fact the thesis should be rejected and handed down again in a revised form to the 
examination board as the reasoning and findings of the thesis were founded on the wrong 
calculation Alisha had made.  

                                                           
27 http://www.biography.com/people/rocky-marciano-9398575   
28 http://listverse.com/2015/08/24/10-wild-stories-from-the-life-of-sonny-liston/   

29 http://www.biography.com/people/george-foreman-9298881#synopsis 
30 http://sports.yahoo.com/box/news?slug=tysonrec 

http://www.biography.com/people/rocky-marciano-9398575
http://listverse.com/2015/08/24/10-wild-stories-from-the-life-of-sonny-liston/
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Concerning the concept of theory: assessing questions raised at preliminary exams, 
comparing them with assessment frameworks I wonder whether lecturers or examination 
boards understand the textbooks. In my experiences with colleagues I saw that when asked: 
what is theory? they could perfectly point to the textbook: cause-effect relation. But when it 
came down to the practices of it in thesis form I saw that all kinds of information, among 
others statistics were seen as theory and approved of in the literature review context.  As we 
see in this example Alisha couldn’t distinguish the concept as she adopted the Maslow 
pyramid to be a theory. And even worse, neither her tutor, nor an other authority in the 
chain of assessment could make the necessary critical remarks untill they were brought up in 
the exit examination session.    
 

1.2.3. Example of a tendency toward an all-encompassing research attitude  
 
When neither substansive nor methodological claims could be found dealing with an 
academic report one might still observe procedural inconsistencies – opportunities to score 
points. We could take a look at the extent to how academic freedom for the graduate 
student took shape in the research process. One might find observations to be made toward 
the performance of the Graduate School that is responsible for the quality of the research 
process. The Graduate School may not have collected periodically an update of the research 
events or may not have had any sense of the candidate’s satisfaction grade, concerning the 

PhD program. The research proposal may have changed without a notification of the 
Graduate School. Even worse the Graduate School may coroborate a research proposal that 
differs from international standards without being held accountable.  
Furthermore, come a conflict one might find failings in the system to resolve problems effec-
tively, because of the lack of ability to put its own house in order as an instituiton, i.e. self 
regulation. This becomes compelling as we dig into superimposed integrity codes binding on 
the institutions.   
Zooming in on the abilities of the researcher in training: one might find undesirabilities 
concerning the candidate’s resources to: a) participate in an academic debate, b) write and 
judge a research proposal independently, c) read a research report with a mix of quantitative 

and qualitative information, d) write an academic paper, e) lecture on an academic level. 
There are many more aspects to be raised which could lead us to failing key players (pro-
motors/tutors/professors), systems, departments and institutions.  
As the key players may lack didactical, organizational, methodological and other skills, the 
systems and departments may be denied effectiveness and efficiency31. To proceed, many 

                                                           

31 It was president Th. Roosevelt who highlighted the efficiency awareness in his remarks to US Governers at the 

White House addressing the waste at the national level (Taylor, 1911, p. 5). Roosevelt pointed especially to the 

use of human capital: “But our larger wastes of human effort, which go on every day through such of our acts as 

are blundering, ill-directed, or inefficient (…) and which refers to as a lack of  “national efficiency,” are less vi-

sible, less tangible, and are but vaguely appreciated”. Those human acts were rationalized under Roosevelt’s rule 

by the school of enginieers led by F.W. Taylor (1856-1915). Taylor initiated and shaped efficiency as a concept 

based on time and motion studies. Taylor claimed that a single working method exists to do the job, but it 
should be invented by analyzing the labor in all its stages, its movements (speed and in its potential). By 
carefully studying the labor it could be simplified and brought to the most necessary number of 
movements.  And so scientific management started passing through many crticism by different schools of 
thought (Perrow, 1986) to become what it is today: a further rationalized organization, for example 
(Mintzberg, 1979); a seeing-doing-thinking-decision making organization, for example (Mintzberg & 
Westley, 2001; and for example a transnational leaning focus of organizations (Veldman, 2016). 
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players even never read the strategic plan let alone to be focused on implementing this 
important document through the primary processes (lecture and promotion processes) 
down to the smallest detail of the organization – investment in sound and professional 
relations. 
Finally, since the promotion regulation is derived from the international literature this docu-
ment could be under serious scrutiny. A worst case scenario is that all dissertations be dis-
qualified on the basis of lacking behind the current methodological requirements on the 
world stage.  
This claim could be backed up by the finding that the literature on methodology requires the 
modern student respectively professional researcher to account for his search strategy 

(Saunders et al., 2016, pp. 90-101) and account for the literature brought up, as well as the 
embeddedness of the very extensive and complex ethical and methodological standards that 
should not only penetrate the research process as a whole but also penetrate: the research 
field, the enterprise sector (in case of applied sciences), the mutual professional relations 
among others.  
At the same time one could question the methodology literature for not keeping pace with 
the world of imagery we’re living in nowadays, expressed by emoticons, for instance on our 
computers. Especially in social sciences imagery makes sense to the understanding of reality. 
To add to the requirements, what about the report of reflection from the part of the gradu-
ate student in order to improve performances of the processes, all actors involved, and the 

institution as a whole? In short the research institutions composed of universities and re-
search centres may fall short in being precise in research methods and ethics in the competi-
tive environment of today. So by current standards the research products (BSc, Msc, PhD, 
research reports) and organizational behavior may require for instance a sixth grade level 
while the promotion and organizational processes deliver a fourth or even lesser grade level 
to society.   
 
1.3. Reviewing the review 
 
While the exposure given above may contain aspects of serious concern this is not a good 
example of reviewing the work of others; on the contrary. There is a lot going on with regard 
to my attitude – meant as a ‘devil's advocate role’ – toward research(ers). This way of thin-
king creates an impression of: scoring points, knocking colleagues and others out, intentio-
nally searching for a stick to beat a dog, while the many constraints of research(ers) and the 
quality of research education are overlooked. On the other hand these observations made in 
1.2.3. could best serve in a consultancy task to evaluate and overhaul the system as a whole. 
 
1.3.1. A step out   
 
Many of us remember the soccer games where many of us used to participate in when we 
were young. In the street I used to play, the gutters were the sidelines, the goal posts were 
formed by a lamppost and a stone. There was no crossbar. The offside rule was not in effect. 
As a matter of fact we played the game without referees. As a consequence it was often not 
certain whether an offence was committed and to what extent as nobody would 
ackknowledge his mistake . If a player complained heavily he could get a free cick. A player 
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could find that his younger brother didn’t perform well. He could be scolded, sent out and 
changed by a friend. Apart from the delay the game would continue untill after dark. 
When I first entered an official soccerfield I noticed the differences. My first hiccup was my 
physical condition. From barefoot to shod soccer was heavy. I experienced technical 
problems to make a header toward the goal from a corner spot as I wasn’t challenged in 
street soccer in this respect as is also the case with regard to different game play moments 
that require a broad range of competences necessary to play. For I didn’t have a trainer I 
couldn’t develop my talents. I worked heavily on my condition and bought me a head-gallow 
and trained on timing in order to perform well in the air. I started reading about the offside 
rule as I wasn’t challenged in this respect in street soccer. In short there was a lot of work to 
do regarding the conditional, physical, technical, and tactical aspects involving the game in 
order to become a good player.   
Eventually an injury forced me out of soccer.       
 

• The research challenges 
 
In many respects the research world is similar to soccer. A non-professional resear-
cher doesn’t care about a whole range of rules and issues that apply to the research. 
When I made a high school thesis concerning one of the export products of Surina-
me, the banana, I asked an official from the company, then Surinaamse Landbouw-
bedrijven N.V. (Surland) to provide me with information of the company – the his-
tory, production, locations, market, setbacks, figures, pictures, among others. I 
visited an operational unit in the Saramacca district, Jarikaba, and witnessed a view 
processes. I joined all information together and I had my thesis handed over to my 
teacher. So I managed to connect theoretical (secondary inputs) and practical 
information (interviews on the spot, and perceptions). 
I didn’t care about added value to the branch, research field and society because 
these were not the agenda on this level of education. I wouldn’t even care about 
referring to sources that I was indebted to. The importance of method, research 
quality, theory formation came later with: education, training, exchanging ideas with 
scholars, reading, and a lot of reflection on the institutional embedding and 
practicing of methodology comparing Latin America, i.e. Brasil to Holland.  
 



 

2. THE SCIENTIFIC SPIRIT: A BRIEF OVERVIEW  
 

It is not my intention to give a historic oversight regarding the term and its conceptual 
development over time. Still it is worth noting that I first arrived at the concept ‘Scientific 
spirit’ reading Cervo & Bervian (1983) who referred to Bachelard (1967).  
The subject of the ‘Scientific spirit’ has been an issue in ancient Greek (Dobie, 1928) and 
popped up for example in the twentieth century (Maccalum, 1916); (Todd, 1919). The basics 
given in Cervo & Bervian (1983)/Cervo, Bervian & Silva (2007) serve only to outvoice these 
past exhibitions.  
While I don’t intend to enter into a comprehensive historic overview of the term involved, it 
seemed acceptable that ancient Greek philosophical thinking stood at the basis of its emer-
gence. Dobie’s Greek Thought and the Origins of The Scientific spirit alludes to that. Inferring 
from the framework: mythology, phylosophy and science: “It was gerenerally accepted that 
the very founders of Greek science, Thales and Pythagoras, merely imported it from Egypt, 
as Eudemos says of the former and Isocrates of the latter” (Dobie, idem, p. 39). Building on 
this, Dobie (idem) citing Aristotle mentions Egypt as the cradle of mathematical teaching (p. 
32). It’s worthwile that apart from Dobie no references are made to the Greeks let alone to 
Egypt and the East (among others India and Babylon) in the literature observed above i.e. 
Cervo & Bervian & Silva (2007), Maccalum (1916), Todd (1919). Is this how The Scientific 
spirit operates – cherry picking while breaching ethical codes?  
Anyway central to The Scientific spirit is the existence of a researchable problem within the 
framework of phenomena of living matter (Maccalum, idem, p. 441) translated in biochemis-
try, geometry, physics and the like, exact sciences that adopt an inductive experienced based 
method (positivism) and a mathematical respectively statistical approach dealing with 
scientific problems (neo-positivism)32.  
The methodology literature among others: Saunders et al. (2016, pp. 202-207); Swanborn 
(1991, pp. 27-28); Baarda & De Goede (2006, 191-193), Verhoeven (2007, pp. 39-40, 165-
173); tends to expose to the public an understanding of research as a quantitative oriented 
business – based on for example the defining of ‘validity’ and ‘reliability’– rather than a 
neutral oriented one33. The quantitative justifies a positivistic (knowledge derived from the 
experiment in line with natural sciences) and can be contrasted with the interpretive philo-
sophy (knowledge derived in the contact with the subject under investigation; an approach 
advocated by anthropologists).  This is important dealing with The Scientific spirit as in the 
interpretive philosophy scientific knowledge is rather constructed engaging the respondent 
than rationally derived from questionnaires.    
 
 
2.1. The concept of The Scientific spirit 
 
The term ‘Scientific spirit’ can be contextualized against the backdrop of the civil war in the 
US (1861-1865) as an addition to the quality of society as a whole. “ … in the furnace heat of 
the great Civil War (…) I must look forward (…) to a time when (…) baleful hatred and 
paleolithic fury of the hour will be past (…) to a time when men of science of all nationalities 

                                                           
32 “Today there is a ‘bewildering array of positivisms’, some counting as many as 12 varieties (Cotty 1998)”. In  

     Saunders et al. (2016, p. 136). 
33 Normally quantitative is contrasted to qualitative research in a linguistical sense which doesn’t need to  

    coincide with the contrast of variables – ratio versus nominal variables. 
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may, under better auspices, and in spite of the chauvinism (…) the result of this war, 
cultivate (…) a camaraderie on the intellectual high road of life (…) And in looking forward we 
must strive to strengthen those forces which … are scientific truth and The Scientific spirit, 
both of them intangible (…) principles, but for all that destined to play a part in the 
restoration of the world to sanity (Maccalum, 1916, pp. 440-441). So scientific truth and The 
Scientific spirit were seen as tools to restore order mentally and heal as an American nation 
after the Civil War that consumed many lives and eroded the human sense of morality. 
Inherent to The Scientific spirit is the scientific truth, the latter the ultimate goal of The 
Scientific spirit. But the truth depends on the school of thought (Maccalum, 1916, p. 144). 
The explanation of the concept of truth is beyond this treatise. Therefore we won’t devote 
further attention to the debate in this regard.   
 
What are the characterizing aspects of The Scientific spirit? This question can best be answer 
ed by explaining what it is not, considering specific social traits that transcend the common 
research personality. Among others: 

a) allow emotion and one’s own personal temperament into the research path 
b) fail to remain up to date with regard to one’s own field, the ethical codes as well as 

(the different approaches to) the methodology literature. The importance of this 
commitment is vented by  Bachelard (1984) as follows: “Even pure theorists must pay 
constant attention to methodological issues” (p. 136). 

c) to be unfaithful to the strict methodological, ethical rules and other procedures  
d) to circumvent (self)criticism 
e) to criticize somebody in such a way ones character is attacked (character 

assassination) either through a frontal personal collision or through criticizing ones 
intellectual legacy.  

f) to be critical in order to score points, adopting culture instead of formalities 
politicizing research in many different ways. Van Den Berg (2014)34 explains how 
habits (culture) can stand in the way of research development as mainstream 
economics reduce reality to models highlighting only rational self-centered individual 
behavior instead of embedding at the same time group entities with their own 
interests and considerations – business firms, labor unions, government agencies, 
and lobby groups. 

g) cashing in on somebody’s work or shout one down so to say, only to show you had 
reinvented the wheel  

h) avoiding competing views into one’s own considerations 
i) pressing ahead while one’s own view is unsustainable 
j) processing information of others without informed consent  

 
With the modern developments from off- to online I could add: 

k) passing through compromising information to others in inappropriate ways (cc/bcc) 
skipping the informed consent procedure 

 
When formulated favourably, the above mentioned aspects give only a glimpse of the 
nature of The Scientific spirit. Although derived from positive thinking these aspects can 
apply to both quantitative and qualitative approaches to science. These features may 
seem only mechanical i.e. rule guided, but there is also room to solve problems as 

                                                           
34 http://wer.worldeconomicsassociation.org/files/WEA-WER-3-VanDenBerg.pdf 
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ultimately The Scientific spirit stands for a kind of pragmatic research personality. As 
Cervo, Bervian & Silva (2007) observed The Scientific spirit, originating from 
intellectuality and morality seeks appropriate, impartial, objective and rational solutions 
in the examination of problems with methods that fit this solutions (p. 4). In terms of 
Todd (1919): “That means thinking through each problem. The first distinctive test of a 
scientific worker is his ability to see and formulate a problem clearly. This is diagnosis 
equally in medicine, in law, in education, and in social work. It is hunting out cause and 
effect. In all their ramifications, whether the problem be restoring a family to economic 
independence or writing social insurance laws on the statute books” (p. 83). Thus the 
quality of the research question underlies the proper execution of scientific work of all 
kind across society.  
 



 

3. THE CONCEPT OF THE INTEGRATED CODE OF CONDUCT (ALGRA ET  
    AL.2016)35 

 
Historically, according to its Foreword, The European Code of Conduct for Research Inte-
grity36 evolved from The‘Memorandum on Scientific Integrity’ (2003). The latter was a Dutch 
adaptation from The Royal Netherlands Academy (Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie van 
Wetenschappen (KNAW, 2013)). As per 2016 there’s a review available at the behest of 
VSNU, KNAW, NWO en NFU, the four most outstanding scientific organizations on the na-
tional level. This most recent code (Adviesrapport) must be regarded as a transitional one as 
two other applied science associations, namely TO2 en VH will step up to the plate. Any way 
the starting point is the, Adviesrapport, a report that up till now enjoys the broadest support 
within the ranks of the research community provided that it is not intended to replace 
existing national or academic guidelines’(Algra et al., idem, p. 13). Instead the Report is a 
‘canon for self-regulation’ and a ‘reference template’ (p. 13). 
In order to deal with careles behavior by researchers the integrated code expands on esta-
blished international practices distinguishing between two breaches of integrity: research 
misconduct on the one hand and questionable research practices or sloppy sciences on the 
other hand. At the same time there are also forms of non-ethical behavior associated with 
scientific research, but to which the label ‘violation of academic integrity’ don’t apply -  
the incorrect information or treatment of subjects37 (Algra et al., 2016, p. 6). 
Now, what does the Code stand for? This question can best be answered by explaining what 
the Code doesn’t  stand for. Among others: 

 
 

a. lying about one’s findings or on associated uncertainties.  
b. failing to ensure one’s expertise keeps pace with the developments involving the 

field and subjects related to it  
c. assuming tasks for which the required expertise is lacking 
d. speculation following the results of scientific research or intertwining speculations in  

            conclusions 
e. doing research without the ‘informed consent’ rule  
f. not being conservative, i.e. precise in the different processes of scientific research  
g. not showing sensitivy in relations among peers and down the hierarchy – between 

promotors and graduate students for instance as well as with regard to experimental 
persons, animals and third parties (quoted authors) 

h. behaving in such a way that research practices become uncontrolable and 
unrepeatable in principle 

i. being non transparant concerning general views on good scientific pursuit and as  
            an instrument of self-regulation, not providing openness with regard to the role  
            of external stakeholders and accessability concerns - in case of security 

j. dodging cooperation with universities, institutions that guarantee an independent 
vision  

                                                           
35 https://www.knaw.nl/nl/actueel/publicaties/adviesrapport-commissie-verkenning-      

    herziening-gedragscode-wetenschapsbeoefening 
36 http://archives.esf.org/coordinating-research/mo-fora/research-integrity.html 
37 “Hierbij valt bijvoorbeeld te denken aan het niet correct informeren of behandelen van proefpersonen. Dit  

     hoeft op zich de loop en betrouwbaarheid van het onderzoeksproces niet te schaden en is dus, in die, strikte,  

     zin niet per se een schending van wetenschappelijke integriteit” (p. 6). 

https://www.knaw.nl/nl/actueel/publicaties/adviesrapport-commissie-verkenning-%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20herziening-
https://www.knaw.nl/nl/actueel/publicaties/adviesrapport-commissie-verkenning-%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20herziening-
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k. not ensuring academic freedom in one’s research exercises, especially in relation to 
stakeholders and clients  

l. avoiding to mention the sponsors of the research projects in one’s publications 
m. not enjoying the academic freedom where there is a hierarchical relation, such as 

between supervisor and PhD student, or between teacher and student   
n. not being open to a broad and detailed accountability before and after execution of 

the research project toward clients, society 
o. not willing to be weighed in the balance concerning internal and external reviews of 

one’s research practices 
 
In short these aspects are the discomposition of:  
• “eerlijkheid (honesty in communication; fairness in providing references and giving   
  credit)  
• zorgvuldigheid (reliability in research; duty of care)  
• transparantie (openness and accessibility)  
• onafhankelijkheid (objectivity; impartiality and independence)  
• verantwoordelijkheid (responsibility for the scientists and researchers of the future” 
(p. 12) 

 

‘Eerlijkheid’, ‘zorgvuldigheid’, ‘transparantie’, ‘onafhankelijkheid’ and ‘verantwoorde-
lijkheid’ are set out respectively in: a to d, e to g, h to i, j to m, and n to o. That said, to some 
extent there is some overlap to be made among the principles. It all comes down to 
interpretation why for instance m could allude to objectivity and responsibility at the same 
time, while a and o can be labeled honesty. Maybe we can replace a to o by one single 
principle: Scientific spirituality or research professionalism. 
 

3.1. Comparison Revised Code-Scientific spirit 
 

How to best compare the revised code in question to The Scientific spirit? Essentially it is a-
bout the same phenomenon: a concern with ethics and methodology across research. The 
main difference between the two concepts, however, is that The Scientific spirit stresses an 
(ethical, persistent and inventive) attitude to life by hard-won learning, exercises, efforts and 
work (Cervo, Bervian & Silva (2007, p. 4). These differ from the Code at issue. On the 
variables education and training in research integrity The Netherlands score negatively 
compared to Denmark, The UK, and Ireland (Algra, 2016, p. 15). So education and training in 
research integrity are absent in Holland.   
Another point of difference between the Code and The Scientific spirit is that the former is 
bound to research activities – integrity in education38 is barred from the code – while the 
latter is part of a way of life, being the foundation of community building in an ethical sense, 
preserving the conditions of reason.  
Subsequently, The Code indicates that the scope of the term "scientific integrity" is less 
urgent39 (p. 6). How does this lower urgency square with the consequences of mal practices? 

                                                           
38 integriteitsproblematiek in onderwijs en onderzoek is … vaak niet van dezelfde aard. Het verdient alleen  

   daarom al de voorkeur om onderzoek en onderwijs uit elkaar te halen, met als resultaat een specifiek op onder- 

   zoek gerichte code (Algra et al., 2016, pp. 12-13). 
39 Vanuit de gedachte dat het voorliggende advies gaat over een gedragscode voor de praktijk van wetenschap- 

     pelijk onderzoek acht de commissie een theoretische verhandeling over de reikwijdte van het begrip  

  ‘wetenschappelijke integriteit’ minder urgent  (p. 6). 
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The Code stresses that once trust is breached it shocks not only trust among researchers, 
and in the public, but also sends shock waves across science and scientific development as 
tools of our modern knowledge-based society (pp. 4-5).  The Code itself emphasises that the 
Code of conduct is one of the tools to guarantee scientific integrity, to inform students of all 
kinds, researhers, underlining scientific integrity publicly. So it was a missed opportunity not 
to debate the concept of scientific integrity theoretically considering its importance?   
It should be clear that only analytically rules can be separated, not in practice. It means that 
scientific integrity is intertwined with methodology. That’s why all definitions handling the 
concept of research should be scrutinized, for example the quantitative research featuring 
definition of Swanborn (2005): “De verzamelde kennis moet toegankelijk, moet openbaar 
zijn. Kennis die één persoon heeft, of meent te hebben, en die hij niet aan anderen wil of kan 
overdragen kan immers niet weerlegd worden en wordt niet tot de wetenschap – ons 
gemeenschappelijk bezit – gerekend worden” (p. 30). This should be revised from knowledge 
that is not only accessable, transparant, verifiable, rebuttable embedding objectivity, 
intersubjectivity (p. 29), and unequivocality (p. 31), but is also ethical proof.       
Because scientific integrity is not being taught in college it becomes painfully clear that the 
comparison street versus professional soccer outlined in the foregoing, applies to research 
done at Dutch universities and colleges. In the view that a goal scored in offside conditions 
or undermining an adversary could not be considered a valid goal in professional soccer, re-
search findings breaching scientific integrity in what ever form could also not be considered 
valid findings. And most researchers don’t bear in mind how wide ranging scientificic integri-
-ty rules are and how complex research becomes intertwining methodology and scientific in-
tegrity like I, in my state of mind playing street soccer, didn’t bear in mind how complex 
regulated respectively professional soccer could be.  
 
3.2. Reflecting on a faulty educational system  
 
It becomes striking and confronting if we take into consideration the fact that the PhD 
theses and promotion returns on average are low due to poor abilities, developing and 
raising research questions (Oost, 1999, p. 11), which in itself doesn’t say anything yet about 
the content or quality of the theoretical or social value of the results. Therefore we should 
be linking to key theories in every scientific (sub)field as framework covering a thesis – do 
the findings in a scientific report address respectively answer key questions in the field at 
issue? (pp. 44-55).  
Oost examined 341 dissertations across scientific fields in the academic year 1994-1995 
completed in Utrecht. He focused on the quality of the research question, addressing the 
extreme returns on average of the PhD-students which alludes to low returns on investment 
i.e. the inefficiency of universities; See also Oost, Brekelmans, Swanborn and Westhoff 
(2002, pp. 1-2). By the way Todd (1919) arrived at the same conclusion regarding the pivotal 
role of the research question long ago (see the foregoing). 
Because the research question is comparable with the tomtom, directing the car to its goal, 
it becomes clear that there are also problems with the research goals and as a consequence 
with the research design for instance. Referring to Saunders et al. (2016): “The background 
section should lead logically into a statement of your research question, aim and research 
objectives. These should leave the reader in no doubt about what your research seeks to 
achieve” (p. 57). Freflecting on the background requirements  the research question is only 
to be understood in connection with the research topic, personal motivation and intelectual 
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resources, the added value to one’s scientific field, branch, and particularly the literature 
review (p. 57) respectively the critical review (pp. 72-82) and the research revenues – aim 
and objectives (pp. 44-46). This part leading up to the research question is the most complex 
and demanding. If the literature review is not done thoroughly and in a proper way then the 
research question and the findings it provoked could end up being irrelevant or unfeasible.    
But the main question is whether the supervisors who are the products of their own 
education realise what kind of personal and professional competences are needed to 
execute the background section mentioned by Saunders et al. (2016) and understand that 
the problems presented here have their roots in the field of methodology. And if even 
PhD’ers who are the nowadays supervisors don’t understand the field then the whole 
educational system should be overhauled. Thus the researchers don’t regard methodology 
and even worse don’t regard scientific integrity, which also calls into question the quality of 
research training, and management of all kind – of resources, and in the hierarchy from the 
bottom to the top. 
It is the job of strategic management to monitor the competitiveness of one’s own 
institution compared to others in the country and abroad. Since it was clear that for years 
Dutch students were running behind in comparison with their peers abroad, why the 
strategists at the top of the establishments didn’t go on fact finding missions and if 
necessary attracted strong performing academics to help shake up the system? So in this 
sense the failing results of the students could be attributed to management and expressed 
as a failing of it. 
The faulty system reflects ultimately the quality of lecturers, respectively professors as well 
as managers of all indications – supervisors, directors among others. If a manager climbed 
along the ranks, i.e. survived in a research institution without the skills referred to here, why 
should he stress the importance of such resources in for example the process of hiring 
academics? And after all managers are the gatekeepers of institutions. 
The educational system as I’ve experienced throughout the years is based on producing an 
acceptable ‘story’ defending one’s point of view based on literature (selectively chosen). But 
have I been taught to challenge my own assumptions as much as possible, going against 
them and my findings, criticizing rhetoric, traditions, authority, and objectivity (Saunders et 
al., idem, p. 77-79) adopting research integrity rules? Let me be quick to say that I doubt 
whether the sequence given by Saunders et al. here is logical. Criticizing the self, i.e. 
criticizing objectivity should be at the heart of criticizing the other dimensions and could 
have different results than the other way around as advocated by Saunders. 
 
3.2.1. Cases contradicting The Scientific spirit 
 
While the educational system is stuck and features signs of entropy – not interacting with 

the demands of the environment – the consequences are serious for society as we can 

detract from 3 cases: one is about the Koninklijke KPN N.V., the other about Academisch 

Medisch Centrum, the last one concerns Motivity Consultancy. The actors associated with 

these cases were warned beforehand of the possibility to be exposed to the puclic. They 

are brought up in this regard, not to attack people personally, but to expose to society 

negative examples, i.e. examples against The Scientific spirit, and therefore not to be 

followed professionally. As a matter of fact people are encouraged to indicate breaches of 

integrity:  “Blijf casussen wetenschappelijke integriteit openbaar maken en zorg, op basis 
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van onderlinge afspraken, voor een goede en in voldoende mate gestandaardiseerde 

verslaglegging …” (Algra et al. 2016, p. 25).   

As the case method, characteristic for inductive sciences, medicine, law, among ohers, and 

in fact all ‘one on one’  consultancy like activities can be incorporated into, the fact and 

therefore evidence based cases presented here are considered to fall under the integrity 

rule as indicated by Algra et al. (idem).   

 

• The KPN-case 2009-2015 
 
Since my transition from UPC40 to KPN in 2009 the latter failed to deliver the service paid for. 
But even more important is the fact that KPN changed my contract by single-handedly 
attributing services to me which I had not ordered while blocking my access to the desired 
contracts on the internet. Apart from my ‘internet plus call basis’ I had ordered, the extra 
services at issue were:  
Kpn Extra phone number 0203378722  
KPN Call unlimited Always on tel. 0203378722  
KPN BelOnbeperkt Altijd op tel. 0203378722    
Call Unlimited Weekend +Night  
 
I wrote to the company: 
 

“Amsterdam, 14 september 2009 

Het lukt vanaf mijn overkomst van UPC naar KPN niet het door u gegeven voorlopige 

nummer: 3378722 te verwijderen van mijn facturen. Ik slaag er ook niet in te bellen vanaf 

mijn nummer 020-6905961 teneinde een ander wachtwoord te verkrijgen. Ik heb al enige 

tijd gevraagd om met terugwerkende kracht terug te storten de door u onrechtmatig 

verkregen betalingen mijnerzijds. Immers administratief hebt u het bedoelde product niet 

geleverd. Het is voor mij zeer onaangenaam om te zien dat de provider waarin ik vertrouwen 

gesteld hebt, nu zo teleurstelt. Zou u zo puntig mogelijk willen reageren op deze meermalen 

geuite klachten?  Deze reclame wordt door mij opgeslagen i.v.m. toekomstige procedures.  

Met welgemeende groet, 

Frederik 

020-6905961”  

 

To make a long story: after years of exchanges between me and the company the KPN 

acknowledged they were wrong, not only after I had brought the case to an appalate body. 

Meanwhile KPN charged me month after month for services I had not ordered.  

 

                                                           
40 United Pan-European Communications 
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“From:  
To: koorndijk.kwasi@hotmail.com 
Subject: FW: Geschil. dossiernr. kr 7439758 
Date: Wed, 30 Sep 2015 14:06:07 +0000 

Geachte heer Koorndijk, 
  
In aansluiting op uw bericht meld ik u dat ik u een schikkingsformulier stuur met de 
overeengekomen schikking van 
  
€ 450,00. 
  
Als ik het formulier ondertekend van u ontvangen heb, zorg ik voor de financiële afwikkeling. 
Ik vertrouw er op u met deze informatie van dienst te zijn. 
  
  
Met vriendelijke groet, 
  
Medewerkster Case Management Team 
Dorothé Feuth 
Postbus 30000 (TP10-1e) 
2500 GA 's-Gravenhage 
Tel.:     +31 70 343 20 29 
B.g.g.:  +31 70 343 33 33” 
 

The following case I present to you is of a more serious order: 

• Academisch Medisch Centrum (2007-2013) 

The problems with the AMC refer to the quality of the medical exams as well as an integrity 

issue – secretly doing research on my body contradicting the AMC-Research Code. In con-

secutive periods intestinal researches showed a score of at least 20 polyps. So the AMC 

suspected hereditary colorectal cancer as the root cause of this excessive tally. When I read 

on the internet41 that one’s life style could be related to intestinal polyps I changed my life 

style starting with boiled water in the morning, consuming a fruit meal next, and drinking 

more water than usual. I then switched from the AMC to OLVG42 where I learned that what 

seemed symptomatic was in fact a non issue – only 1 little polyp was found and removed. As 

I complained to the AMC the results of the intestinal researches weren’t taken as 

hypotheses in a tough cross examination, subjecting me to relevant questions, concerning 

my lifestyle.  An Appelate body of the AMC that I consulted in 2014 robustly came to the 

defense of the gastroenterology  division politicizing the research enterprise. This most 

recent finding leads me to conclude that the AMC didn’t do their job properly as they 

jumped to conclusions when they saw the extreme values – at least 20 polyps.  

                                                           
41 Maag Lever Darm Stichting financiert wetenschappelijk onderzoek naar maag-, darm,- en leverziekten.  

    http://www.mlds.nl/ziekten/35/poliepen-in-de-dikke-darm/tips-en-adviezen/ 
42 Onze Lieve Vrouw Gasthuis 
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“Afdeling Klinische Genetica 
Meibergdreef 15 
1105 AZ Amsterdam 
Mevrouw dr. Dekker 
 

Brief 7-2419743-170 

 

Amsterdam, 12 juni 2013 

 
Weledelzeergeleerde mevrouw Dekker, 

Naar aanleiding van uw brief van 18 maart 2013 bericht ik u thans dat ik na consultatie van 

mijn huisarts besloten heb de behandeling bij de afdeling Klinische Genetica per direct stop 

te zetten. Waar ik aan dacht doch betwijfelde, blijkt toch erger te zijn. Uw brief is notabene 

namens professor Fockens in zijn hoedanigheid van leidinggevende, getekend. Dit heeft bij 

mij nu de overtuiging doen postvatten dat er iets heel ernstig aan de hand is nu de academi-

sche houding van uitvoerenden en leidinggevenden alsook het zelfreinigend vermogen van 

het onderzoekssysteem afwezig zijn. Het kan niet anders of de genoten opleidingen zijn 

ondeugdelijk nu blijkt dat academici er niet voor terugschrikken om behandelmethoden 

en/of medicijnen als onderdeel van of parallel aan het parelsnoeronderzoek uit te (doen) 

testen op patiënten en deze op te zadelen met de negatieve gevolgen hiervan. U heeft 

hierdoor alle geloofwaardigheid als academici verspeeld. Hoe diep moet een mens niet 

gezonken zijn door elk moreel besef te verliezen en het eigen medische beroep op deze 

manier te grabbel te gooien. Gaarne zie ik mijn dossier – het liefst zonder reactie uwerzijds 

op mijn brief – z.s.m. gesloten en doorgestuurd. 

 

Met gevoelens van minachting43, 

Kwasi Koorndijk 

cc. Dr. Aalfs, klinisch geneticus, Amc te Asmterdam 
cc. Prof. dr. P.Fockens, maag-darm-leverarts, Amc te Amsterdam 
cc. drs E.J. Robberse, huisarts, Alfred Döblinstraat 56, 1102 VL te Amsterdam” 
 
 

• Motivity BV 
 

Motivity is a consultancy office. One of the areas of activity is viability studies at the request 
of various clients. The city counsels in Holland pertain to the partners of Motivity. The 
referred consultancy office was directed to assess a business plan I had offered to the im-
plementing authority of the City Counsel of Amsterdam, called Eigen Werk. This in the 
framework of special assistance to the self-employed, known as Bijzondere Bijstand Zelf-

                                                           
43 This includes Prof. Dr. Levi who as chair of the AMC board  responded to my allegations defending his  

    corrupt machinery (his letter of March 30, 2015). 
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standigen (BBZ). Among the applicants of the BBZ-regulation are: Entrepreneurs (starting a 
business from unemployment or from a social security perspective); Established 
entrepreneurs with a viable company, which temporarily find themselves in financial 
trouble; self-employed seniors aged over 55 years44. 
The four actors involved are Mr. Koen van der Kroft, Misses Marjolein van der Drift, Mr. 
Gerard Keijer, and Mr. Zouhair el Zandouzi respectively consultant of Motivity, advisor of 
Eigen Werk, Commissioner of the Objection Body, and the Ombudsman. 
Summarizing, Koen van der Kroft (Report of May 10, 2016) framed my plan in the regular 
business plan tradition, overlooking the fact that there is no comparison, whatsoever, to be 
made with a business like mine with too many specific features – language courses, 
translations, research of Sranan in a changing world, among others – to resort to what is 
known from literature; a business starting from scratch that fits the regular business 
literature profile. Instead of doing an expert interview with me, building theory upon a 
particular case, appropriate for my business (inductive research), Motivity decided to apply 
existent knowledge for a non existent case in literature, confusing the whole endeavor. As a 
consequence Motivity recommended not to honor my request to continue my business with 
the assistance of the City Counsel. I was told later by the Objection Commission of the City 
Counsel of Amsterdam (Mr. Gerard Keijer) by whom I went in opposition to the decision that 
its partners – i.e. Motivity – are followed with blind trust, simply said. So if I would like to 
appeal the decision (Letter July 8, 2016) I should take the City Counsel of Amsterdam to 
court.   
Apart from the decision making process of Motivity the City Counsel has its own weaknesses 
to be mentioned here. I wrote to the Objection Commission as a result:  
“Mijn onderzoeksachtergrond stelt mij voorts in staat de gemeente te adviseren andere 
eisen te stellen aan medewerkers die met werkstukken omgaan. Het kan niet zo zijn dat 
iemand die mijn plan moet beoordelen (mevrouw Van Der Drift) zich afvraagt waarom mijn 
onderzoek niet alleen maar over het nu en de toekomst gaat, terwijl de vastgestelde 
handleiding een onderscheid maakt tussen bureau- en veldonderzoek. Hieruit blijkt dat men 
dan niet weet dat bureauonderzoek beoogt te verzamelen secundaire gegevens – het in 
kaart brengen van het onderzoeksverleden m.b.t. een bepaald onderwerp). Dit is een andere 
aanwijzing dat mevrouw Van Der Drift niet weet waarmee zij bezig is” (My letter of Aug. 4, 
2016). 
 
I ultimately invited the Objection Commision to reject the advice of Koen van der kroft 
pointing to the methodological bias and the too many flaws in his report stating ultimately: 
“Het grote probleem met het rapport van de onderzoeker is de verifieerbaarheid. Hij heeft 
geen (proces)verslag gemaakt van het interview. Hij had dit nog kunnen goedmaken door 
aan te geven welke informatiebehoefte hij nog nodig had na het interview. Daarbij had hij 
een reactietermijn kunnen geven. Ook hier liet hij verstek gaan”. 
Koen stated in his report: “Sinds 1986 bestaat er een officieel afgekondigde spelling van de 

taal (resolutie 4501 van 15 juli 1986) …”. I responded in my first note of May 23, 2016: “Wat 

betreft het bestaan van een officiële spelling. Nee, dat is onjuist. Sedert 1960 al bestaat er 

een officiële spelling en wel per resolutie van 17 augustus 1980. No. 8072”. Koen also 

wrongly reported that my website www.sranankwasi.com couldn’t be found easily on the 

internet. The report shows further Koen sometimes in the role of researcher and sometimes 

                                                           
44 http://www.bbzuitkering.nl/ 

http://www.sranankwasi.com/
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in the role of the researched. In my second note of May 23, 2016 to Marjolein van der Drift I 

illustrated the weakness of the report and the reporter: “ … het interview op zich is niet 

zonder meer in te zetten als onderzoeksinstrument. Het geven van bijvoorbeeld sociaal-

wenselijke antwoorden meet op dat moment niet meer de issue in kwestie. Om de 

knelpunten die Saunders et al. (idem) noemen het hoofd te bieden moet een onderzoeker 

over veel meer onderzoekskennis beschikken om de claim van objectiviteit te verdienen. 

Desgewenst wil ik de onderzoeker wel een college hierover geven, want maar dingen uit de 

losse pols blijven roepen; dat schiet niet op! Hij gebruikt het woord ‘objectief’, maar hij kent 

de inhoud ervan niet. Dit valt (…) onder verbalisme”.  

The devastating blow to Koen van der Kroft could in fact have been prevented by Marjolein 

van der Drift if she only had the management skills to step in early in the dispute in order to 

protect Koen from this dramatic failure as consultant, a man who came unprepared to my 

location for an interview, who didn’t have the business plan with him and even worse hadn’t 

read it (My first note to Marjolein). 

At last we have the role of the ombudsman. I put forward on Novembre 30, 2016 to this 

institution my complaint about the decision making processes. I’ll skip the back and forth 

between the ombudsman and me due to the self imposed passivity of Mr. Yandouzi at the 

backdrop of the illness of the investigating associate Mr. Paul Mogony.  

Normally the ombudsman calls the client by phone to get to a closer understanding and 

coordination of things. It should be functional to keep on doing so as the receiver could 

overlook the mail. Apart from that, there could be technical problems involved: an 

emailserver could recognize a message as spam (see the frames below) and accordingly 

prevent it from entering the inbox as happened in this case. The mailbox also could be full 

without further notification to the sender.  

I eventually took the initiative and called the ombudsman in vain for an update in the case – 

I called at least 3 times. So the first encounter with the office of the Ombudsteam 

Amsterdam was discouraging. Secondly, the ombudsman raises high expectations by this 

mail:  

“Van: GO.Info Mailbox <Info@ombudsmanmetropool.nl> 

Verzonden: woensdag 30 november 2016 16:10 

Aan: 'Brada Kwasi Koorndijk' 

Onderwerp: RE: Verificatie e-mailadres 

 Datum: 30 november 2016 

Ons kenmerk: 2016-0002716 

Betreft: Ontvangstbevestiging 

 
 
Geachte heer Koorndijk, 
 
Hierbij bevestigen we de ontvangst van uw onderstaande klacht. U geeft aan dat u zich niet  
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kunt vinden in het handelen van de gemeente Amsterdam, die uw aanvraag voor een bbz-
uitkering heeft afgewezen. 
U schrijft dat u ook de beroepsprocedure heeft doorlopen. Het instellen van beroep 
geschiedt gewoonlijk bij de rechter. Mocht de rechter u in het ongelijk hebben gesteld, dan 
is de ombudsman niet meer bevoegd uw klacht in behandeling te nemen. Heeft de rechter 
echter uw beroep gegrond verklaard ontvangen wij graag de stukken, met name het 
bezwaarschrift, de reactie daarop van de gemeente en de stukken die in de 
beroepsprocedure zijn gebruikt. 
We wachten uw reactie af en vertrouwen erop u hiermee voldoende geïnformeerd te 
hebben. 
 
PAUL G. MOGONY 
Facilitair Bureau” 

 
One could easily get the impression that the ombudsman will investigate the complaint of 

the client in a different but at least professional way. The reader would not think of a 

kangaroo court at the opposite of the judicial body referred to. However from the answer 

here below the reader could derive his own conclusions. 

 

“Uw dossier (kenmerk 2716/ZY) 

YE 
Yandouzi Zouhair el <Zouhair@ombudsmanmetropool.nl> 

 

  
Beantwoorden| 
wo 15-3, 08:55 

 

Geachte heer Koorndijk, 
  
U heeft gisteren contact opgenomen met het bureau van de ombudsman. Ik heb u 
geprobeerd terug te bellen, maar ik kon u helaas niet bereiken. Wat ik uit het dossier 
opmaak is dat u het niet eens bent met de beslissing op uw bezwaarschrift inzake de 
afwijzing op uw BBZ-aanvraag. Mijn collega, de heer Paul Mogony, heeft u toen per e-mail 
gevraagd of u aan ons kenbaar wilde maken of u in beroep gaat tegen de afwijzing, of dat u 
gebruik wenste te maken van de gang naar de ombudsman. Omdat u daarna niet op deze e-
mail heeft gereageerd, heeft mijn collega het dossier gesloten. Op 11 februari jl. heeft u 
gevraagd naar de stand van zaken in uw dossier. Mijn collega, mevrouw Williams, heeft toen 
telefonisch contact met u opgenomen en u nadere uitleg gegeven over de e-mail van de 
heer Mogony. Uit het telefoongesprek maakte mevrouw Williams op dat er enige verwarring 
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is ontstaan over de gang van zaken. U heeft aangegeven alsnog een inhoudelijke reactie van 
de ombudsman op uw kwestie te wensen, daarom bericht ik u alsnog via deze weg. 
Allereerst wil ik u kenbaar maken dat de ombudsman de afhandeling van uw bezwaarschrift 

slechts marginaal kan toetsen. De ombudsman toetst niet de rechtmatigheid, maar kijkt wel 

of er sprake is geweest van een gemotiveerd besluit waarin afdoende wordt ingegaan op de 

door u naar voren gebrachte argumenten en zienswijzen. Uitgaande van deze kaders heeft 

de ombudsman geen vermoeden van onbehoorlijk handelen door de gemeente Amsterdam 

in uw kwestie. Ik begrijp dat u het inhoudelijk niet eens bent met de conclusie van de ge-

meente, maar dat is niet iets waar de ombudsman over kan oordelen. Het gaat erom dat de 

gemeente aantoonbaar en gemotiveerd een afweging heeft gemaakt en naar de visie van de 

ombudsman afdoende is ingegaan op de door u aangevoerde bezwaren. Verdere betwisting 

van de kwaliteit van de onderliggende rapportage of de mate van onafhankelijkheid van een 

bezwarencommissie in deze kwestie is iets wat bij uitstek in beroep bij de rechter aange-

toond had kunnen worden. Daar heeft u, naar mijn weten, helaas geen gebruik van gemaakt. 

Uw kwestie is nog uitvoerig besproken met een collega en de ombudsman zelf, om te bezien 

of er nog aanknopingspunten zijn voor nader onderzoek in uw dossier. Dat is echter niet het 

geval en daarom zal uw dossier worden gesloten. Het spijt mij u niet anders te kunnen 

berichten”.   

It must be clear to the reader that the City Counsel didn’t base its report  on findings arrived 

at in a methodologically proper way with proof of an account of occurrences, a report that 

can stand its ground so to say. The occurrence of too much faulty information should shock 

every trustworthy investigator, let alone the statement of Mr. Keijer that whatever the qua-

lity of a report the apalate body of the City Counsel would go along with. And all these facts 

should at least raise the ombudsman’s eyebrows. If Yandouzi el Zouhair truly had investiga-

ted the case then he would have concluded that I have questioned the content but also the 

methodology and the processes that led to the report, including the decision making process 

of Marjolein van der Drift. 

First, why not explaning to the client the rules of the game before engaging in the case? 

Second, the ombudsman leads the client in a tricky situation to choose between a judge and 

him, and then poltiticises the decision making, while pointing fingers in the wrong direction, 

distorting the truth about his communication and consulting efforts.  

What also could be the case is that Yandouzi el Zouhair simply doesn’t have the skills to 

investigate and therefore resorts to corruption in the decision making. The ombudsman 

should not please the client, but do as the public might expect. 

The ombudsman was initiated to function this way45: 

“Onafhankelijk en onpartijdig 

De dienst of instantie waar de klacht over gaat, is niet verplicht om iets met de oplossing van 

de ombudsman te doen, maar in 95% van de gevallen gebeurt dat wel. Dat wil echter niet 

zeggen dat u altijd gelijk krijgt, noch dat u alles van de overheid mag verlangen: de 

ombudsman is geen belangenbehartiger of mediator, maar beoordeelt onafhankelijk en 

                                                           
45 https://www.ombudsmanmetropool.nl/Over-de-Ombudsman/Wat-kan-hij-wel,-wat-kan-hij-niet-/ 
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onpartijdig het handelen van de gemeente en zal op basis daarvan met een oplossing 

komen. 

Onderzoek eigener beweging 

Naast het afhandelen van klachten kunnen wij ook onderzoeken eigener beweging 

uitvoeren. Wanneer de ombudsman wel misstanden constateert, maar er geen klachten 

worden ingediend, zijn wij wel bevoegd deze te onderzoeken”. 

So Mr. Yandouzi could do far better representing the institution of ombudsman at his best. 
Cutting short, the above cases lead me to conclude that methodological (inferior research 
knowledge), ethical and management issues (efficiency, effectiveness), are the botleknecks 
at issue.  
Regarding ethics, we don’t even need to call into question the practises in politics – all kinds 
of nepotism, fraud i.e. in City Counsels (Huberts, Hulsebosch, Lasthuizen, & Peeters, 2004), 
deception, the frequent leaking46 of documents, The Teeven deal and the cover-up in 
connection with the receipts affair47, the Henry Keizer48 affair49 among others to conclude 
that it’s just the new normal nowadays.  
At the backdrop of all these I stated back then echoing many voices in the media over the 
years: “Er is haast niets waardevols of het is doorgeschoten: individualisme, materialisme, 
meningsuiting, marktwerking, juridisering. Het een is het gevolg of de oorzaak van het 
ander” (Koorndijk in Guadeloupe & De Rooij, 2007, p. 58). Adding to this backdrop are the 
rejection and exclusion mechanisms set in motion by nationals of (descendants of) migrants 
due to the changing demographics  in favor of the latter (Koorndijk in Guadeloupe & De 
Rooij, idem, p. 61). So there’s much work to do as there are consequences for society and 
particularly for migrant communities within. And since then things haven’t been changed. 
On the contrary, these issues are more topical than ever.  
 

 

3.2.2. The response 
 
On my offer to respond to my essay the following actors responded: 

• Keijer, Gerard  

 

  
Beantwoorden| 
di 21-2, 09:00 

 

Geachte heer Koorndijk, 

                                                           
46 Ministers lekten de meeste nieuws al (Parool, 16 september 2004, p. 3). 
47 http://www.ad.nl/dossier/teeven-deal~db73330e9-dd57-46cb-9ded-91ceea0b7d32/ 
48 http://nos.nl/nieuwsuur/artikel/2170136-vvd-er-keizer-zat-aan-beide-kanten-van-tafel-bij-dubieuze- 
    deal.html 
49 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GtPBlMiQIoQ 

http://nos.nl/nieuwsuur/artikel/2170136-vvd-er-keizer-zat-aan-beide-kanten-van-tafel-bij-dubieuze-
https://www/
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Uw bijlage neem ik voor kennisgeving aan. Ik zal daarop dus geen reactie geven. 

 Met vriendelijke groet, 

  
Gerard Keijer 

Medewerker Bezwaar 

Juridische Zaken 

RVE Subsidies en Inkoop Sociaal 

Gemeente Amsterdam 

 

• Drift, Marjolein van der  

 

  
Beantwoorden| 
do 23-2, 16:16 
 

Beste meneer Koorndijk, 
  
Ik heb uw document en emailbericht ter kennisgeving ontvangen. Hoewel ik mij in uw versie van uw 
verhaal niet herken ga ik verder niet inhoudelijk reageren. 
  
Met vriendelijke groet, 
  
Marjolein van der Drift 

Adviseur Team Zelfstandigen 
Afdeling Ondersteuning Ondernemers 
  
  

• Algra, K.A. (Keimpe)  

 

  
Beantwoorden| 
wo 1-3, 11:18 
 

Geachte heer Koorndijk, 
 
Dank voor uw bericht. Ik ben inderdaad auteur van genoemd adviesrapport. Fijn te kunnen 
constateren dat ons werk u verder geholpen heeft. 
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Een reactie van onze kant op uw stuk lijk mij niet echt nodig, en daartoe ontbreekt mij 
momenteel helaas ook de tijd. 
Ik wens u veel succes met uw werk. 
Met vriendelijke groet, 
 
Keimpe Algra 

 
 
3.2.3. Tackling the crisis 
 

I suggest that we should start from scratch, building a research attitude at the very early 
stages of school, an all-encompassing ethically grounded research attitude that should 
underpin research qualities at a later stage of the educational carreer of our children. 
Otherwise it could be too late – the mind might have started to contaminate already. We 
could simply take the priciples of Algra et al. (idem): ‘Eerlijkheid’, ‘zorgvuldigheid’, ‘trans-
parantie’, ‘onafhankelijkheid’ and ‘verantwoordelijkheid’ as the talking points in the 
different phases in our educational system.  
The bottleneck though is a research accountability driven framework in case of violation of 
norms (Algra et al., 2016, p. 10). “Dat betekent (i) dat globale principes en de specifieke nor-
men helder gescheiden moeten worden (ook al verdient het aanbeveling hun samenhang te 
tonen) en (ii) dat normen en schendingen van die normen maximaal helder moeten worden 
gedefinieerd” (p. 10). But consequently neither the problems of society nor the problems of 
poor research performance will be addressed properly.  
As becomes clear from the case-based critical responses in the dissertation of Oost there’s 
much work to be done with regard to the research attitude of the academics – non 
responses and 2 striking remarks: ““De promotor weigerde te reageren en de promovendus 
beoordeelde de anlayse op alle punten als een volledig onjuiste weergave van zijn tekst en 
lichtte dat oordeel uitvoerig toe …”  de promovendus … spitste zijn reactie op ons 
onvermogen om de inhoudelijke kwaliteit en relevantie van medisch onderzoek te 
beoordelen …”” (Oost, 1999, p. 187).  
That the problem of the academic field is of methodological concern we can draw from a 
later statement of the PhD’er promovendus: ““In mijn visie is de discussie die ontstaat in 
wezen interessant, namelijk of een methodoloog in staat is zonder kennis van een vakgebied 
de details van hypothesen en conclusies in een bepaald vakgebied te doorzien”” (p. 187). It 
seems that there’s a culture of being misty and inward focused, disabling the science of 
methodology to operate. The results: “voor meer dan 60% van de dissertaties geldt, dat als 
er al in de summary een probleemstelling wordt geformuleerd, dat dan niet herkenbaar 
wordt vermeld wat de belangrijkste vraag is, of wat de belangrijkste vragen zijn, waarop het 
onderzoek antwoord moet geven” (p. 163). 
In solving the problems Oost (idem) proposes specific research skills to be integrated from 
primary through secondary to higher education in conjunction with small-scale and more 
specific instruction courses (p. 15). See also Oost, Brekelmans, Swanborn and Westhoff 
(2002, pp. 1-2)50. Simultaneously Oost (1999) states that graduates abroad outperform their 
Dutch peers in research skills and experiences (p. 11). So the problems are grave and it is 
time for the educational system to be shaken up oriented toward ‘een deugdenethiek’51 

                                                           
50 http://www.phdcentre.eu/nl/publicaties/documents/DidactiekvdProbleemstellingOoste.a.2002.pdf 
51 Freemasonry, religion in general, as well as rural based education may have some of these virtues in common   

http://nl.bab.la/woordenboek/engels-nederlands/primary-school
http://www.phdcentre.eu/nl/publicaties/documents
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(Algra et al., idem, p. 9) which should not only overlap teleological (goal oriented) contexts 
as is the case with the research branch but transcend them – broadly to all kinds of contexts 
of society – for example to: government-public relations, company-client relations, and 
employer-employee relations.   
The next challenge is paragraph 4.2.Wenselijkheid van toepasbaarheid van de gedragscode op 

toegepast, praktijkgericht of privaat onderzoek  (Algra et al. 2016, 19-20).  
First, Public-Private research could mean that the business life tends to associate with Mode 
052 in terms of : “… knowledge production based on power and patronage, being particularly 
visible in the close relationships between sponsor and researcher, for example pharmaceu-
tical industry sponsorship of medical research” (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2016, p. 7).  
Second, ‘applied research’, called Toegepast or Praktijkonderzoek seems to be understood 
literally as research of experience, without considering the interest of theory or if so only as 
decoration. But the only difference between basic and applied research bluntly is that the 
former serves pure academic interests (mode 1) while the latter is tailor made (mode 2)53 – 
as we consult a doctor for our specific complaints, different from that of our husband, family 
and friends.  
What seems to add to this misunderstanding is the fact that a theoretical endeavor by Algra 
et al. (idem, p. 6) is overlooked. Meanwhile all methodological procedures, including the 
application of ethics – discussed in for instance Chapter 3 (Somekh & Lewin, 2011) and at 
length in chapter 6 (Saunders et al., 2016) are covered. So the teachings are there, but what 
is also true, there is a culture of cherry picking based on the teachings that has taken hold in 
applied sciences practised in the undergraduate scene – at the cost of for example (the right 
way of understanding) theory and the ethical code.  
Subsequently, the gap between the teachings and the practice of research avenges at the 
next levels – bachelor, master and PhD. “In de rendementsdiscussie wordt de kwaliteit van … 
(voor)opleiding voortdurend ter discussie gesteld, zowel door begeleiders als door studenten 
en promovendi (Oost, 1999, p. 2).  
I could back this easily up: in my master period for example the literature review had not 
been taught. When I had to made a literature review for the first time I confused it with ‘a 
list of summarized texts’ (Somekh & Lewin, 2011, p. 17 ) what it is not. In this sense Somekh 
& Lewin strike the right note by saying that the term is misleading.  
I was first exposed to the theory of literature review when I had to teach research methods 
for the first time and as a consequence understood the essence of it. But not before I 
reflected on literature proposals that were previously sent to me by professor Ruben 
Gowricharn in the framework of a PhD-program a few years ago that I broke off, because I 
couldn’t break through the first phase – produce the literature review, which college should 
have resourced me with, i.e. the theory and the practices of it. And I think  that I echo many 
(former) students. 
In my foreword of a new PhD program with a new promotion team I initially mentioned my 
failure and credited the professor54 for his efforts, but I guess my new promotor did not 

                                                           
52 Saunders et al. (idem) refer to mode: 0, 1, 2 and 3 (p. 7).  
53 Mode 2 could also be restricted to business and management but in a general sense without obvious  

    commercial benefits, while mode 3 refers to knowledge production as a consequence of risky behaviours in  

    mode 1 and 2 – for instance from human cloning to environmental impacts for human life on earth (Huff &  

    Huff, 2001, p. S53). 
54 More so because the examples approved by Ruben, at least concerning the literature review are moderate  

    critical. I conclude, they were a better alternative back then to bridge the gap between ‘the literature review’  

    and ‘the critical literature review’ promoted by a previous version of Saunders et al., i.e.  (2004, p. 36). 
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want my flaws to be disclosed to the public. For this reason and the ‘methodology’ 
respectively ‘research integrity’ issue, I have approached thoroughly in the foregoing, my 
draft dissertation did not make it to the examination board, although I was commended by 
the promotion team for the extraordinary research I had done55. Thus, carrying out an 
extensive56, context-rich research embedding validy, reliability, research integrity and 
methodology as taught by international researchers of standing was held back, because of 
culture instead of following the rules of the ‘game’, all rules of the university likewise. 
Why should a PhD-candidate pretend that everything in the research program went well? 
And this is what I mean dealing with the working of The Scientific spirit – even if it doesn’t 
suit others, tell it like it is! Before criticizing others one should be self reflective and self 
critical. Why should I conceal that my parents had to extend me a hand as I fell more than 
once before I started walking? The renowned physicist Stephen Hawking, the much cited 
anthropologist Charles Briggs and investigative journalist Anja Vink are to me very good 
examples that fit the picture: scientist. They do not press ahead against the evidence. They 
rather take the heat for failures. These people are not politicians, they fit The Scientific spirit 
respectively the Dutch reviewed Code of Algra et al. (2016).   
Then there is another aspect to be mentioned, called  Management – apart from 
accountability to higher echelons, and the demanding thereof, i.e. the self imposed 
inefficiency of government – we could infer from the cases above described that research is 
politicized at the cost of society. The City Counsel (Marjolein van der Drift) preferred to ask 
for consultation (Motivity), for a matter that she should solve as the final control was her 
task. And she was the last hurdle, on my way to get the credit I sollicited for. Instead of 
rejecting my plan right away – should she?57 – she chose to give Motivity (Koen van der 
Kroft) room to do a terrific job at the expense of the Dutch tax payers. It becomes even 
worse as Mr. Gerard Keijer explained that the plan either way would be rejected as the City 
Counsel would follow in any case the advise of its partner, Motivity. And it took a lot of work 
to underpin his report. Why all this at the expense of the Dutch tax payer? 
Similar cases can be made against AMC and KPN. The AMC ashamed the academic world by 

jumping to conclusions with regard to my medical situation in an all out time consuming ef-

fort to back their findings up involving the whole Appelate Body with people of prof. Dr.  in-

dication that turned to be politicians instead of researchers in the sense of The Scientific 

spirit.  

Although Dr. E. van Nood58 proved to be an extraordinary AMC-specialist to me in 2007. I 

therefore referred to her in a letter to Dr. Dekker:    

“Een aantal jaren geleden had ik een chronisch ijzertekort59. Toen de onderzoeker – ik meen 
dr. Van Nood – niet kon vinden waardoor het ijzergehalte maar geen hogere waarden 
vertoonde, ondanks ijzertabletten en het nuttigen van een ijzerrijke voeding heeft zij samen 
met een collega mij als het ware het hemd van het lijf gevraagd. Een ruggenprik behoorde 
tot de mogelijkheden, maar zij was geduldig en doortastend. Uiteindelijk stelde zij de zeer 

                                                           
55 An ethnographic 'multi-layered research' to the educational experiences of high school students in Amsterdam  

    Southeast 
56 that applies to the very nature of anthropology 
57 Because she commended me for my business plan, while advising to cut costs, all which I followed through   
58 I learned afterwards that she was granted a prestigious prize last year in the framework of her dissertation.  

    https://www.havenziekenhuis.nl/over-havenziekenhuis/nieuws/proefschriftprijs-dr-van-nood/ 
59 Het ijzergehalte zakte tot een kritiek dieptepunt van 3.0 
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cruciale vraag: “eet u klei?” En ja, het was raak. Zij heeft zodoende op basis van een zeer 
indrukwekkend onderzoeksproces, waarbij zij steeds haar hypothesen moest bijstellen, 
tenslotte haar bevindingen op basis van mijn case extern kunnen valideren.    
Het AMC zou dit soort onderzoekers moeten koesteren. Dit soort onderzoekers zijn vervuld 
met de ‘scientifc spirit’. En zij zijn zeldzaam. Veel heeft te maken met de onderzoekshouding 
van specialisten waar in te veel opleidingen geen of onvoldoende aandacht wordt besteed” 
(My letter of February 18, 2013).  
 
Thus back then it was clear to me already that there were researchers and Researchers, the 
ones like Dr. Van Nood gifted with The Scientific spirit. 
As for KPN, only when they were brought to an appelate body they gave in.  
Concerning the ombudsman, there is a clear discrepancy between its task and its practices.  
I could bring up to the floor many more cases involving for example research supervisors 
whom I’m supposed to hold in the highest regard. The idea alone to set out my experiences 
makes me feel so sad that I’ll leave it for another time, hoping that the only way to 
overcome the crisis I experience is to concentrate on The Scientific spirit, taking into account 
different research philosophies  in terms of Saunders et al. (2016, pp. 135-144), i.e. 
positivism, critical realism, interpretivism, postmodernism and pragmatism, frameworks that 
easily could be covered by the Avice Report of Algra et al. (2016). In some textbooks though, 
natural sciences (positivism) could be found at the opposite of empirical science research 
(for instance Somekh & Lewin, 2011, pp. 2-3; compare ‘objectiverende’ versus 
‘interpretatieve benadering’ (Wester, 1991, pp. 15-16), while others could tee up with: 
‘empirisch-analytisch, ‘interpretatief’, and ‘kritisch-emancipatorisch’ (Verhoeven, 2007, pp. 
26-28).  
Further more, the lecturers should be resourced with lecture room management skills – 
including psychology, pedagogy/andragogy, didactics, and communication, among others – 
in accordance with the new approach to research education, in order to enrich and enhance 
the performance of the actors not only in front of but also beyond the lecture room.  
If education could be seen as identifying, while tackling problems of society we all should 
benefit – politics, economics, government-public, company-client relations, you name it. We 
as a society would be far better off than resourcing students only with instrumental know-
ledge.   
Following, how to deal with ethics in the inner cirkle among peers in such a way that the re-
search field doesn’t end up in parroting one another as clearly is to be seen in the AMC and 
Motivity-case (Mr. Van Der Kroft, Misses Van Der Drift, Mr. Gerard Keijer and Mr. El 
Zandouzi), dealt with in the foregoing, going against The Scientific spirit –  methodoligically 
and ethically?    
Another point, are we going to teach methodology with its own object of study and the very 
research methods to reflect on, that are broached in books with the same title – a great 
variety of methods and techniques rushed from various fields – or will we continue on the 
path of fragmentation, presenting disciplines – Methoden en Technieken, Methoden en 
Statistiek60, among others, to the students in stead of a research field with a scientific 
orientation?  
We created once: ‘Kennis der Natuur’, ‘Vormleer’, ‘Maatschappijleer’, but these are not 
fields; they are disciplines. Simply put: are we going to continue with processes of disintegra-

                                                           
60 With the dissertation of Oost (1999), will this give rise to launce new disciplines: de probleemstelling, or  

     methoden, technieken en de probleemstelling  … you name it?   
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tion eroding Methodology, disorienting the students or are we ready to teach from a 
scientific point of view, a research field? Saunders et al. (2016) regarding Methodology: “The 
theory of how research should be undertaken, including for example theoretical and 
philosophical assumptions upon which research is based and the implications of these for 
the method or methods adopted” (p. 720). Thus all ingredients are there to proof that 
Methodology is science and not a discipline. The latter can’t proof to be science, including all 
requirements necessary as I explained just now. Even the created guidelines of APA en AAA61 
are disciplines pertaining to Methodology. This shows the chaotical situation within science 
– processes of ransacking in this case by psychologists and anthropologists. Pretending one 
had reinvented the wheel (see 2.1., g) i.e. the ransacking of research fields should also be 
embedded in every code of conduct, including in the Dutch revised code of Algra et al. 
(2016).  
Regarding the imbalances mentioned in 3.2.1.; under Motivity, maybe an existing or new 
political party – Artikel 1 rallied around discrimination forbidden by law – could politicize the 
overexpansion of individualsim, materialism, free market forces, litigation, among others? 
Next-to-last, with the development from off- to online the search part of the research acti-
vity has become so different, complex and demanding that it should be treated as a speciali-
zed activity and maybe outsourced62. Considering what I’ve tried to show in the foregoing 
the critical reader will now understand that a researcher could easily get labeled a ‘sloppy 
scientist’ if the search activity hasn’t been taken care of properly. In fact the researcher risks 
to produce outdated knowlege, thereby risking his reputation.  
Finally, the students should be resourced initially with a sense of integrated science, weaving 
specific aspects – the methods and techniques - into the research field of methodology, 
while referring to its origin as methodology originated from philosophy63; As a matter of fact, 
ethics as well.  
 
To return to the question raised in this essay:  “What are the findings based upon The 

Scientific spirit and the Dutch Revised Code of Conduct and how can we positively 

influence society?”    

 
Building on the hypothesis of Oost (1999): “de formele kwaliteit van probleemstellingen in 
Utrechtse dissertaties uit het academische studiejaar 1994-1995 is representatief voor de 
formele kwaliteit van probleemstellingen elders in Nederland …” (p. 214) I feel comfortable 
to answer that a lacking knowledge at Dutch educational research centres of: methodology, 
scientific integrity, (strategic) management, and inferior research training as interconnected 
components seem to be the bottlenecks resulting in a disappointing (academic) research 
output. I said, seem, because only with newly undertaken researches my assumption could 
be tested and if proven true wide ranging, be substantiated. 
The Scientific spirit overlaps the Dutch Revised Code of Conduct to a great deal and gives 
room to take on society’s problems. In this regard the entire educational system should be 
revised, starting bottom-up, while cementing a solid research attitude, on the basis of where 
skills can be built.   

                                                           
61 American Anthropological Association 
62 In my draft dissertation I reported on my search strategy as much as I could regarding the help I got from  

    for instance very devoted librarians.    
63 “Tradicionalmente essa disciplina era encarada como um ramo da filosofia …” (p. 754). 
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Why making of professors ‘text producing robots’? Instead the boards of universities should 

first make sure their professors know how to make the different strategic plans and all key 

documents, including the promotion regulation  their own and keep pace with the Methodo-

logy literature. At the same time the boards should cause their staffs to have the nowadays 

managerial and organizational skills, and know how to operate in a challenging academic 

environment against the backdrop of governmental politics, organizational efficiency,  

effectiveness and competitiveness. 
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